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and prayers, and religious music or chanting. The discipline was strict, as befitted the
authoritarian paternal role that the friars adopted toward their charges, but the friar
teachers often tried to use pedagogical methods that went beyond verbal instruction.
They stressed the use of pictures, plays, drama, processions, fiestas, music, dancing,
sinking, prizes, and awards. The major goal, however, was always to convert and to
make conversion stick.
In some of the most successful variations on primary education the Christianiz-
ina effort was combined with attempts to change the economic basis of life as well as
the religious. Peter of Ghent's school for Amerindians in Mexico City was such a
school, producing artisans, carpenters, and masons as well as artists. San Juan de
Letran, also in Mexico City, was originally a clinic and orphanage that became a
primary school for mestizo boys and girls, stressing the trades and vocations as well as
a prime function of training teachers for primary schools. In many places special
classes for Indian girls were set up to stress the European domestic arts as well as
religion. And very widespread was the less formal but effective practice of teaching the
catechism and some of the basics of literacy to the children of the village or town in
the atrio, or courtyard, of the church. Some of these patio schools reached thousands
of children, and many adults, in more or less well organized classes taught by friars,
assisted by Amerindians who had attended primary school, and supervised by adults in
the community, who also often attended the classes.
Still more effective in promoting the transformation of Amerindian folk so-
cieties in the direction of the specialized, differentiated, and urban ways of life
characteristic of traditional civilization was the mission effort on the borderlands of
New Spain to the north where Christianizing and civilizing efforts went hand in hand
in developing new forms of settled community life:
Indians accordingly were taught agriculture and stock raising and a variety
of crafts... . Franciscans in California developed elaborate economic complexes,
the- native inhabitants of which built aqueducts, dams, and reservoirs and
cultivated gardens, grain fields, orchards, and vineyards. Indians constructed
buildings, learned carpentry and masonry, operated gristmills, raised cattle and
sheep, tanned hides, wove textiles, and made wine, shoes, soap, and candles, all
under Franciscan supervision.... everywhere in trie borderlands they introduced
plows, European plants and seeds, and new agricultural techniques in addition to
Christianity.14
The missionaries even developed a form of cooperative "technical assistance"
whereby the more advanced Amerindians of Mexico helped to civilize the less ad-
vanced Indians of the future United States—and they made some of the same mistakes
their modern successors have made:
Indians from the south were introduced on the frontiers as aides in these
processes of civilization. They came as colonists, teachers, and models, the
purpose being to instruct by example in orderly social living, agriculture, and
14Gibson, op. cit., pp. 196-197.

